Here it is,
your unique Modulari.
Find a nice place for it and have fun!

Something not
quite right?
Let us know if something doesn't seem right and we'll
ﬁnd a good solution together. Send an email with the
order number, photo and short description of your
complaint to support@modulari.com or contact us by
phone on 0031 85-200 6712.

Team Modulari

English

Assembly instruction
Tip!

Step 1

Pay attention!

Stick one Powerstrip on an invisible piece
of wall. Leave it there for at least fifteen
minutes and then remove the Powerstrip.
Use this to test that the strip does not
come off too easily and whether this
happens without damage.

Step 2.1
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A Powerstrip only adheres to a clean and
firm/non-porous surface.
1. Stick the magnet horizontally with the
white side against the red line of the strip.

Step 2.2

Hold the mould against the wall and place
the strips in the recesses. Press each part
of the strip for 5 seconds. Do not rub it.

Do you have a textured wall? Then
massage the strips well into the texture of
the wall with 1 finger.

Step 3

Step 4

2. Click the thin white plate against the
magnet and then remove the protective
layer.

Removal

Gap around 1 cm
(or use the spacer)

Now stick the first wall element against
the two white plates. Make sure that the
white plates are in the middle.

Remove the wall element from the wall
again and press the white plates well
(especially the edges and corners) and
then click the wall element back.
Et voilà, your first wall element is hanging.

Use the mounting template again to stick
the strips for your next wall element(s).
Repeat step 2 and now use the spacer in
step 3 to get the same spacing everywhere.

Grab the tab and pull it up the wall. Hold
the magnet with your other hand so that it
doesn't slip away. Do this slowly and
carefully.

